AUSTRALIAN TOP 10

3. The Last Waltz...Engelbert Humperdinck
4. Close to You...The Carpenters
5. My Prayer...Don't Let Your
6. I'll Remember April...Roy Orbison
7. I Should Have Known Better...Engelbert Humperdinck
8. I Can't Help Myself...Four Tops
9. I Can't Help Myself...Four Tops
10. I Can't Help Myself...Four Tops

5KA TOP 15

1. I'm Gonna Love Me Again...Three Dog Night
2. I'm Gonna Love Me Again...Three Dog Night
3. I'm Gonna Love Me Again...Three Dog Night
4. I'm Gonna Love Me Again...Three Dog Night
5. I'm Gonna Love Me Again...Three Dog Night

6KY TOP 15

1. Wait...Three Dog Night
2. Wait...Three Dog Night
3. Wait...Three Dog Night
4. Wait...Three Dog Night
5. Wait...Three Dog Night

GO-GO'S & NO-GO'S

NO-GO BOB

Believe it or not, the Go-Go's 1978 hit, "We Got the Beat," is considered by many to be one of the greatest songs of the decade. The Go-Go's were an all-girl rock band that formed in Los Angeles in 1978. Their music was characterized by catchy hooks and upbeat rhythms, and they quickly became one of the most popular bands of the punk rock movement. The Go-Go's were also known for their distinctive fashion sense, with their members often wearing bright and colorful clothing. Their hit single "We Got the Beat" was written by the band's lead singer, Belinda Carlisle, and quickly became a hit in 1979. The song was later covered by Sinéad O'Connor and became a hit for her as well. The Go-Go's went on to release several successful albums, including "Beauty and the Beat" and "Beep Beep," and were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2014.
NEWS from around the pop world

TWO McCartneys in English charts

Beatie film ban

BEE GEES TOP IN EUROPE

Bee Gees too busy for U.S. tour

Ian Meldrum gets stuck in keyholes

Stones form own record label

GO-SET

WIN AN LP OF YOUR CHOICE FOR CHRISTMAS

GERRY SWINGS ON SUNDAYS

3XY to stage another happening!

MONKEE MICKY TURNS DIRECTOR

PAUL JONES FILM HONORS

FRONT COVER COMPETITION

BAY CITY UNION CHANGE OF STYLE

WIN A RECORD FOR A FABBY XMAS

GET INTO THE SWING OF SUMMER WITH A NEW DATE!

GUIDE TO OPERATION MATCH (Australasia) Co., P.O. Box 53C, Toorak. Ph. 85 4576

Complete Questionnaire, enclose $2.00 and post to Operation Match (Australasia) Co., P.O. Box 53C, Toorak. Ph. 85 4576.

1. Sex
2. Country of birth
3. Personal hobby
4. Educational level attained
5. Religion
6. Occupation
7. Age
8. Preferred age of dates
9. Weight
10. Height
11. Have you dated a person who is... average, below average, above average, passable, or unpassable?
12. Do you like your own style?
13. Do you like yours or not?
14. Do you like their occupation?
15. Do you like their height, complexion, etc.?
16. How do you feel about the opposite sex?
17. Do you prefer blues, pop or jazz?
18. Do you think...
19. Do you think...
20. Do you think your own self-worth is...
21. Do you think you are...
22. Do you think you are...

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE No. BUS.

We thank you for participating and wish you and your dates the best of luck!
"Everyone should be free-sexually."

Danny Robinson (Wild Cherrys)

The Bee Gees over the past have had nothing but praise and admiration showered upon them by the pop critics of the world.

"The best English group to hit the scene since the Beatles."

"Yet again, the brilliant English group, the Bee Gees have come up with a potential No. 1 hit!"

Judging from the impression given by many English and American magazines the Bee Gees have never lived up to expectations in Australia, let alone here.

So once again the question arises: Are the Bee Gees an Australian group and do they live in Australia anything for their fantastic success?

ISLE OF MAN

The three Gibb boys were born in Douglas, Isle of Man. One of them (Barry) lived in Manchester until 1958 (11 years old) then emigrated and settled in Australia the same year.

Colin Peterson was in an Australian pop group called "Swift," the all Australian band, and featured as a vocalist on the hit single "Love Me Tender" by the Beatles.

The group played for the first time in Australia, causing their names to leap to the top of the charts, and then left for England to top the world.

Each member experienced success and career in Australia and it seems fair enough to say that the history of the Bee Gees' success relies on their Australian beginnings, and their Australian public.
HOW TO HAVE A SUPER DUPER FABBY PARTY

WHO TO INVITE

Try to have a mix of people you know and people you don't know. It's always fun to mix things up.

WHERE TO HAVE IT

Choose a location that's big enough to host a party. You can have it at home or at a local event like a bowling alley or a bar.

FOOD

Barbecues are always a good choice. You can make a big spread and everyone can help themselves. If you don't want to barbecue, you can always order in and have it delivered.

CHICKEN WALNUTS

INGREDIENTS: ½ lb. cold chicken, 2 oz. walnuts, 4 eating apples, juice of two lemons, lettuce and mayonnaise

METHOD: Core and dice apples and sprinkle with lemon. Dice chicken and mix with apples, lemon juice, walnuts and mayonnaise to taste. Add a salad bowl with choice leaves and put the mixture on. This may be garnished with asparagus tips. These amounts serve five people.

PREPARATIONS

Barbecues need a good helping of charcoal. You can buy it at the supermarket. Don't forget to bring some newspaper to help keep the flames going.

DRINKS

Non-alcoholic

Fruit juices, iced tea, or lemonade are always a good choice. You can mix in some sparkling water for a bit of fizz.

GIMMICKS

Provide some novelty items like party fans, masks, or hats. You can buy these at the local party store. They can help keep everyone in the mood.

This week's super GO-SET OSCPURE

Procession make new step in pop history!

This week, GO-SET was allowed an exclusive sneak listen to the tape of the Procession's first disc, "Anthem" and "Take Time." To the record, an old record store, will be released in two weeks. A rival, or B.B. has heard it yet, so this is an exclusive warning, to prepare you for a new, trend setting sound.

WHO: THE PROCESSION (FESTIVAL)

Unique record. No vocal groups were used. Procession achieved everything with their voices only. Amazing results. Written by Brian Proctor and sung by Paul, Nick and Mike. Proctor, will audition and record revolutionaries in Australia.

Monkees' great new track

DAY DREAM BELIEVER

THE MONKEES (RCA)

Intriguing start. Very clever lyrics. Everything on the record is very well done. A hit for sure. The group's first hit. Of course it will be a hit.

PLANTATION BELIEVER

MICKY DIORES

The group's second hit. A good solid hit. The Monkees' second hit. Of course it will be a hit.

IT'S Raining again

MELON CHIEF - MARKY MARK

The group's third hit. A solid hit. The Monkees' third hit. Of course it will be a hit.

PLANTATION BELIEVER

MICKY DIORES

The group's fourth hit. A solid hit. The Monkees' fourth hit. Of course it will be a hit.

IT'S Raining again

MELON CHIEF - MARKY MARK

The group's fifth hit. A solid hit. The Monkees' fifth hit. Of course it will be a hit.

Note: The Monkees are currently not in Australia and are not expected to be back until the end of next week. They have been in the studio recording new material for their upcoming tour.
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RONNIE ANSWERS 33 PERSONAL QUESTIONS

What is your idea of happiness?

Happiness to me is sitting outside happy and doing things I like to do and enjoying life.

What would be the height of misery be for you?

I'm afraid the answer to this question is not just a single number. The height of misery is determined by a variety of factors, including personal circumstances, mental state, and external conditions. For me, it might be something like a deep sense of isolation, a feeling of being trapped in a situation you cannot escape, or a chronic illness that limits your freedom of movement or activity. Each person's experience of misery is unique, and what may be a high point for one person could be a low point for another. However, it's important to remember that everyone goes through periods of sadness and hardship, and it's crucial to seek help and support when needed. 

What do you dislike most about yourself?

I don't like the way I sleep. Every time I wake up, my eyes are red and puffy, and I feel sluggish and unrefreshed. I wish I could have a proper night's sleep without feeling groggy. It's frustrating because I feel like I'm missing out on opportunities to be productive during the day. 

Are your closest friends in show business?

Not really, although I do have close friends in the business, my closest friends are a few people whom I trust and respect. They are more like family than professional acquaintances. I feel that trust is based on shared experiences and mutual respect, and those are things that cannot be replicated by mere chance encounters.

What sort of future do you envisage for yourself?

I don't have a specific plan for my future. I'm open to opportunities and experiences that come my way. I believe in taking each day as it comes and making the most of it. I'm not one to look too far ahead and plan for the distant future. I prefer to focus on the present and enjoy the moments as they come. 

What is the main feature of your personality?

I think I'm a bit of a perfectionist. I strive to achieve excellence in everything I do, whether it's in my work or personal life. I'm always looking for ways to improve and do things better. I believe that hard work and dedication can lead to success and fulfillment. 

What is the best piece of advice anyone ever gave you?

I think the best advice I ever received was from my father. He told me to always be true to myself and never compromise my values or principles. He said that life is too short to waste time on things that don't matter. That advice has stayed with me throughout my life and has guided me through some tough decisions.

What is your biggest fear?

I don't think I have a specific fear. I think I'm more likely to worry about the things that could go wrong rather than the things that could happen right. I suppose I'm a bit of a worrier, but I try to stay positive and focus on the good things in life.

Who would you like to have been?

I think I'd like to have been a painter or a writer. I've always been fascinated by the creative process and the ability to express oneself through art or words. I think it would be wonderful to have the opportunity to create something beautiful and enduring.

What do you want to be remembered for?

I hope to be remembered for my hard work and commitment to my craft. I want people to remember me as a dedicated and talented performer who gave it their all. I don't want to be remembered for anything else.

What musical background is there in your family?

I don't know if there's a musical background in my family. I was born in the middle of the 20th century, and music was not a big part of my upbringing. My parents were more interested in classical music, but they were not musicians themselves. 

Describe your family.

My mother was a housewife, and my father worked in the city. I had two siblings, an older brother and a younger sister. 

Where do you go to school?

I attended a public school in Sydney, Australia. 

Do you fancy a wife and children?

I have never been married or had children. 

What is the best country in the world to live in?

I think Australia is one of the best countries in the world to live in. It has a beautiful landscape, a relaxed lifestyle, and a strong sense of community. I appreciate the fact that the government is committed to protecting the environment and preserving our natural heritage. 

Making an immediate impact on the scene

The Procession

by Lily Brett

You must prepare yourself appropriately, before you are ready for THE PROCESSION! Clear your mind of all the old thoughts and interruptions - and listen intently to ANTHEM! A new sound, unique, entered in the whole of the pop world. Intimate, involved, inarguably derived.

ANTHEM was written without any musical instruments! The backing track in all its forms, all the orchestras are provided by bass, rhythm, and lead guitarists. 

ANTHEM is the most significant development in the world of music, and it is the beginning of a new era in the world of rock and roll.

MICK RODGERS

It is appropriate that this profession's and its artistes' musical ability should be with the Procession.

SONG-WRITERS

The Procession is a song written to reach those who are lost, to bring them back to the light. The Procession is a song written to reach those who are lost, to bring them back to the light.

ANTHEM is a song written to reach those who are lost, to bring them back to the light. The Procession is a song written to reach those who are lost, to bring them back to the light.

NORMIE'S GROUP

The Procession is formed by three of Normie Brown's old backing group, and the drummer from The Attraction.

When the Procession originally formed, their aim was to teach all the information and ideas they had gathered during their time in England. They had a strong belief in the power of music to communicate, and they wanted to use their expertise to help others find their way back to the light.

Keenly aware of the power of music to help others, the Procession formed on the strength of this belief. They performed their first concert on a church organ, and they have been playing ever since.

The Procession is a unique and powerful force in the world of music, and they are making an immediate impact on the scene. They are bringing hope and healing to those who are lost, and they are helping to bring about a new era in the world of music.
**GO-SET POP PIN-UP**

**MASTERS APPRENTICES**

---

**A TASTE OF HONEY**

**HOW TO BECOME A MALE MODEL**

*With Timothy*

- Young
- Modern

**DARRODS**

284 Bourke Street, Melbourne

Your gold medallist, in men's shoes

**IT'S A BLAST**

*By: Julius Marlow*

Mountfords

205 Bourke Street, Melbourne

Your gold medallist, in men's shoes
A TASTE OF HONEY
- WITH TIMOTHY

Shoes go wild and colorful
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INTRODUCING... THE CALL-UPS (Shepparton)

by Colin James

Teenage boys mix their work with private parties, television etc. and their first name in the CALL-UPS. This extremely popular group have backed almost every top name in the last couple of years. They include Kev Burns, Marty Berti and Bertie. Their next single is due out in the next two weeks and is due to be released on a local label. The group consists of lead singer Kev Burns, guitarists Marty Berti and Bertie, bassist Stu Jones and drummer Dave Morgan. The group is managed by Colin James, who also manages The Mirror, a well-known local music venue.

TIM: "...Mullumbimby, Call-UPS, The Mirror..."

TIM: "...Mullumbimby, Call-UPS, The Mirror..."

TIM: "...Mullumbimby, Call-UPS, The Mirror..."

TIM: "...Mullumbimby, Call-UPS, The Mirror..."

THE MIRROR

BOOKINGS

AUSTRALIAN ENTERTAINMENT

EXCHANGE

94 3329

GELONG

99 156

Aust. Entertainment Exchange

PRESENT THE CREAM

OF AUSTRALIAN MUSIC

Like MAX MERRITT & THE METEORS WILD CHEROKEES DON BROWNE'S FIFTY YEARS PLUS JAMES TAYLOR MOVE

VICTORIA & ALBERT

Open Nightly

No.1, Spring Street

Telephone: 63 2517

THE PROCESSION COMING SOON

DONT BE "LIKE" TOO LONG VISIT "CHEROKEES MONSERS" AVAILABLE TALKING ABOUT AUSTRALIA TODAY ON "THE MIRROR" (EVERY EVENING)

MAX MERRITT & THE METEORS

RAY HOFF & OFFBEATS

JAMES TAYLOR MOVE

MAX MERRITT & THE METEORS
CAUGHT AT CATCHER THIS WEEKEND

FRIDAY
- WILD CHERRIES (all night)
- BLUES RAGS AND HOLLERS (early and late)
- CHELSEA SET (late till finish)

SATURDAY
- ANDY JAMES ASYLUM (all night 8 to 1.30)
- MIRROR (8 till 1.30)
- JEFF ST JOHN AND TAMAR (early - till 10 till 12.30)
- WILD CHERRIES (late 12.30)
- CHELSEA SET (late 12 close)

CATCHER 471 FLINDERS LANE
P.S SLEEPER SAT. AUNTIE HILARY, MUM AND DAVE AND LUGH HAD JUST THE WILDEST TIME AT THE LAST PIGGY CONVENTION.
See you this weekend

HAROLD PIPERBENDER

THE DREAM
CHEROKEES
Blues Rags and Hollers
YOUNG ONCE
WITH A FABULOUS NEW
PICTURE GALLERY OF STARS

SATURDAY lynne randell
the dream lee jackson
sounds of silence

SUNDAY
twights
the dream cherokees
$10,000 IN PRIZES FOR 3UZ COCA-COLA AERIAL DAMPERS

1st PRIZE 2 DE LUXE 1300 VOLKSWAGENS

On Monday, November 20, 3UZ will be broadcasting the number of cars displaying Coca-Cola Aerial Dampers, worthy for their owners, any one of the $10,000 in prizes, including two Volkswagen cars which must be won over the three weeks of the competition. Pick up your distinctive Coca-Cola Aerial Damper at any Village Drive-in Theatre, Kings Paddocks, Amoco Service Stations, 3UZ Traffic Cars or at 3UZ, 45 Bourke Street. And remember, a Coca-Cola Aerial Damper on your car radio will give you the best 3UZ reception ever!